Cathy and Phil Cobbin's
RV7A Project
2Q2004
Photo Log

1 of 80

2004-04-01

Seal/Rivet Baffle plate on tank. Install platenuts on leading strip, Cleco leading edge onto skeleton,
and screw/bolt tank onto skeleton.
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2004-04-02

clean cleco's and tools with wire wheel
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20040404
test rtf formatted build log to interface ancient compact computer in build area with main computer
in living room connected via a samba set up.
2004-04-06

remove top skins and tank to storage. layout work on landing light on leading edge.
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20040407
router hole for landing light, snip to fit, file and scotchrite hole.
Drill ribs and install platenuts for landing light, drill holes for mounting lens
rough grind lens perimeter, will fit finish & drill tomorrow.
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2004-04-08

file/scotchbrite edges of lens prior to fitting. 1.0 Drill plexi for screws, scotchbrite
retainers, drill, csk and rivet platenuts on retainer strips. dimple leading edge holes,
install lens. 1.5 Clean up tool collection 0.5 rivet leading edge ribs to spar (cathy & phil)
1.0 squeeze leading edge rivets 2.0
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20040409
layout rivet sequence for inboard top skin.0.5
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2004-04-10

riveting inboard top skin diag to rear spar then fill in root...clecoing and
checking twist with outer skin and tank bolted on, riveted skins through outboard
skin with 2 3/4 ribs to go.
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2004-04-11

riveted last of outboard top skins...worked out turning wing around (through living room) and
onto the bench to try out riveting the aeleron mounts et al on the bench. Also modified assembly
jig for wing turned around so I can rivet the bottom skins using more or less the same procedure as
used on the right skin.
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2004-04-12

modify flap bra0ce (shear). Fabricate deburring tool cutter after original broke. File and debure flap
brace, cleco on, and cleco on skins & drill & dimple (skins). Found about six holes on inboard skin
that did not get dimpled for ribs ....so did it. Cleco, drill, debur & countersink aeleron brackets. Debur,
cleco drill, and debur/dimple aeleron gap seal. Prime parts including aeleron skins.
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2004-04-13

Rivet aeleron brackets, install, rivet flap brace and aeleron gap seal. Make arrangements with
road agent to authorize truck with fusalage kit on road rated at 6 tons or less (spring/mud season).
Fabricate electrical conduit clips (10). Fabricate spacers for aeleron mounts and try out. Put wing
back on jig for bottom skinning.
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2004-04-14

Mark locations for conduit in wing. Unload truck with fusalage kit and store in garage. Unpacked and
started inventorying parts. Found two parts missing so far in the subkit #15 (gusset plates).
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2004-04-15

Inventorying parts and storing away. Sent vans an email on the missing gusset plate after reviewing the
plans. Started riveting electrical conduit hangers.
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2004-04-16

cut up shipping crates that have accumulated. Convert smaller shipping crate from fusalage into cart to
store: (1) rudder, (2) vert. stabilizer, (3) left elevator, (4) right elevator, (5/6) aelerons. compacts to
about 2 feet by 5 foot footprint. Reorganized storage room with cart to get ready for transition to
working on the fusalage. Modified wing cart to hold horiz. stab. Finished
riveting conduit hangers, cleco'd bottom skins and rivetted same accross first four rib bays, (the hardest
to reach). Cathy spent all evening inventoring the small parts for the fusalage.
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2004-04-17

riveting through 10th rib bay, i.e. the last bay you can do alone.
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2004-04-18

finish riveting bottom skins and take down upright frame. Reorganize room for fusalage work, review
plans for firewall. Locate firewall parts and cleco, sort through materials and cut fab parts to length for
machining, (F601E1 stiffener, F601J anglees. and F601Z aux fual pump doubler).
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2004-04-19

Fabricated parts planning for firewall: cnc planning and machining (drilling) for F601Z and cut other
firewall fab. items to length for machining.
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2004-04-20

Match drilled platenut on F601Z and scrapped it!....made another one and this time did geometry for
where the holes are, modified the cnc programs and drilled all the holes on the mill. Scrapped an
f601E1 when I had a little cnc programming bobo....at the end of the day had the F601J's (angle)
fabricated, the f601E1 F601Z and the F601P spacers. Filed and scotchbrited the firewall
brackets/gussets in preparation for likely drilling tomorrow: Preplanning review of center section
construction etc.
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2004-04-23

Deburr firewall! (Circular scotchbrite pads) Drill firewall/components, Deburred Firewall; deburred
all the extrusions/gussets/brackets for firewall.
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2004-04-24

Dimple firewall. (Drilled f745's at firewall so I could dimple all the firewall holes, it would be a pain
and require a pop rivet dimple die set to do the f745 dimples later on.) Countersink firewall parts.
Cleco left aeleron together and drill to #30 the water pile and bottom side skin rivet holes for the pop
rivets, trim plastic for dimpling; deburred aeleron parts and dimpled. Primed firewall components and
left aeleron parts.
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2004-04-25

Assemble/rivet left aeleron. Only bobo is rivet gun slipped on top skin in center and marred skin
surface.. Riveted firewall minus recess which van's suggests to hold off on for use in accessing for
riveting inside the fusalage. All of the firewall riveting was done by "back riveting" using a 2" thick
bucking bar on the flush side. Worked out pretty good with the cleco's all on the engine side.
Cleco dwg 21 bulkheads to scope out work. Sheared cutout on 711's.
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2004-04-26
Part prep for 704 bulkhead: filed f704H edges. Scotchbrite 782 and 783 brackets. CNC programming and cutting for
lightening modification to F633 control collumn brackets. Cut
and mill to length F704M stiffeners. Cut & trim F904J spacers on engine lathe. Layout bulkhead mods such as bushing
drilling. Drilled 5/8 bushing holes in bulkhead parts and the 1/4" bolt hole called out for in the plans. Assembled 704 D to
704B et al with the precision fit bolts installed to locate parts per plan and drilled rivet holes (including holes for shear
bars). Drilled 3/16 hole per plans in column support brackets. Scoped out work for fitting control collumn. Call it a night.
The brackets van's forgot on the fusalage shipment arrived today by mail. They are bent for the left and right handed.
Sounds like they will have to revise their pick list. issues).The first photo shows milling the control column mounts to hold
the control stick. A number of years ago I bought a wounded 1957 Bridgeport "J head" milling machine and proceeded to
scrape a replacement gib etc. to rebuild the machine. As a rehab project after the second heart attack curiosity got the best
of me and I scrounged up (using the internet) information on stepper motors et al and ... presto... started a little project to
write a gcode compiler and stepper motor controller to convert my antique Bridgeport into a computer numerical
controlled (CNC) milling machine. I've been using the software I call CNCMILL to do a number of part mods specified in
the RV 7A plans that would be a pain to do by hand. The lightening mod to the control stick column mounts is a typical
example. The second picture shows the back side of the second major bulkhead in the plane to which the control stick
column mount attaches. This is the key bulkhead in the fusalage as it is the one that mates with the wings using a number
high precision, and high tensile strength bolts. Tomorrow hopefully I'll be able to finish the drilling on the front section of
the major bulkhead, then it's off to more simpler bulkheads....after which the fun starts and it will at least look like an
upside down canoe for a while.
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2004-04-27

Drill front part of 804 bulkhead rivet holes,cover support ribs and 704M web stiffeners. Fitted control
stick bushings and f665 control column pushrod. Countersink holes for platenuts...came up with a
quick tool to support pilot on the flanges of 0.040, use a clamp on 1/8 support plate drilled for platenuts
to guide the pilot and eliminate chatter problems. rough cut spacers for fitting F704 forward and
rearward assemblies for trial fit (17/16 blocks). Installed platenuts in 704 bulkheads. cleco'd together
with f704 h to see why the 704 is installed later (rivet access)
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2004-04-28

deburing on center section parts for riveting. Worked on fitting bolts to see why stickion problem on
fitting bolts....polished bolts with lathe and stoned off small burrs. Apparently Van's drills the holes but
does not chamfer the edges... which makes fitting an invitation to burr city. Worked out the bolt fitting
for the main wing bolts then was able to rivet the center section sides on. Likewise the shear bars.
Made 17/16" spacers to test the bulkhead assembly simulating the wing and found the 1/4" bolt that
has the spacer on them do not line up properly...looks like van's tooling... used 1/4" reamers to burnish
the holes into more or less the same axis. Very tedious and time consuming. Primered the brackets for
the center section and later installed the platenuts on the cover support ribs and related stiffeners.
Cleco'd together, gathered parts and scoped out work on F705 rear spar bulkhead. Looks like we need
some gauges to guarantee the spartospar spacing on the wings and the fusalage are the same. Shops a
mess, looks like it got carpet bombed, will clean up tomorrow.

The main bulkhead in the fusalage is the center section bulkhead to which the main spar
attaches. I spent a couple hours fitting the precision high tensile strength bolts. Now I get to
clean up the ruble in the shop, there are tools everywhere! ...When you get to where you
can't find anything... Then it's time to put everything away and start again!
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2004-04-29

Cleaned up shop and put everything away and reorganized. Layout/planning for tail tie down, F708
layout and hole drilling for static line, cables/electricals. Drilled f708 and filed/deburred edges, ready
for priming.. Ditto F707, F706, and F712 including fabricating with cncmill F712E tie down bar.
Deburing included mill filing the easy edges of the bulkhead followed by jewelre's filing the hard to get
to crevices with a scotchbrite pad overall on the finished results.
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2004-04-30

Machined F710B, F711D and F711C (trigear) angles and brackets.
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2004-05-01

Drilled and fitted F710 Bulkhead, and the F711. Debured F709, 710, and 711 bulkheads for priming.
and primed F709F711 bulkhead parts. The F705 is the only major bulkhead not completed.

Bulkhead parts drying... Have only the rear spar bulkhead not done. Well, sort of. These are primed,
then we have to rivet them together. The next problem is doing the curves and bending of the main
longerons which run the full length of the fusalage.
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2004-05-02
Rivetted F706 to F712 bulkheads. Layout and measure main longerons and cut to length. NC programming for cuts to
rear of main longerons. Cut mods to longerons in mill, interesting setup, Cathy had to stand outside the back door of the
garage and hold the free end while the mill worked
on the other end. Mounted bend template to cardboard and used to check bend in longeron. Vans
method of using a vise and mallet on one inch increments worked very well. My actuall setup was to use the mill vise, a
block of wood as a "flatter" and hand sledge. Took the better part of the day to go from cutting the longerons to length
through the final bending and twisting per the plans. Did a cleco preview of the rear assembly. Problems with clecoing to
the tailcone skin. Looks like a lot of springback in the skin and a lot of fitting required to set the tabs on the bulkheads to
match the skin. Finally got a soso clecoing of the tail cone and clecoed the bottom, side skins and bulkheads from the
F706F712 bulkheads. Based on the preview clecoing looks like I can use sections of 4x4 on the bench in liue of saw
horses. Will once again have to reorganize to gain some floor space as It's going to be very tight.

I spent all day machining and bending the main longerons for the fusalage. Cathy "volunteered" to hold the free end of the 15 foot beast
while a did a couple ofmilling operations on the end. It took a couple of tries to cleco the tail cone together, then some fun clecoing the
rear assembly, aka the canoe. Looks are very deceiving the detailing and fitting on of the aft section of the fusalage will take till late may
or june. I want the bulkheads/skins to fit tight as it will be a stronger assembly and less apt to produce problems while riveting. I'll have to
take a day or to to reorganize and find some ways to condense some space as the fusalage is going to definitely fill up the room. Course I
also have a slew of other things to do including replace the front wheel bearing on the Elantra ...a royal pain. Not to mention a $100+
cotton pickin bearing! Then I really should grind out the salt/rust damage to Cathy's tracker and repaint finish the repairs. Brakes... I think
everything needs brakes.
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2004-05-03

Clean ane reorganize shop, chain saw'd legs off bench and installed casters, this also lowered the
bench. Went to Home Depot in Concord to scope out a set of French Doors for shop to provide a
means for removal of the fusalage when it's done. Picked up three commercial grade metal saw horses
for shop and put fusalage on same. Cleco'd the flaps back together to see what state they were in and
positioned and drilled the flap hinge onto the flaps after trimming the blue covering materials from the
flap parts to provide access for deburing and dimpling.
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2004-05-04

Make locating fixture to align aeleron. Used angle and measured holes in main rib and radius location
of end of aeleron (24.5 and 15 inches) and drilled 3/16 holes in angle. You locate the aeleraon end by
sighting through the third hole and adjust the rod accordingly. Next Fit and drill flap hinge to wing
assembly. Used hinge position on inboard side to peg the location to get the 1/4 spec on the plans for
the gap between the flap and aeleron. The for/aft location works out to where you take the notch of the
hinge and line it up with the edge of the skin/flap brace. Course to actually do the drilling you have to
start with cleco side clamps on the hinge at say every rib location and drill the preliminary set of
holes/cleco and check the fit...then cleco side grip and drill the rest.
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2004-05-06

Debur and dimpling flap parts. Nice shots of anna the cat "helping" with deburring holes. Some inside
and outside deburring in the fine weather. Had to reallign the dimpling head on my c frame press.
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2004-05-07

Dimpling, final deburring of edges on flap parts and priming.
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2004-05-09

Riveting right flap together and installed hinges for same on flap/wing.
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2004-05-10

Made up v jig pieces to make riveting the flap easier.
Finish riveting left flap in v jig and install hinges on flap/wing. Made up mod to 1 inch square/6 inch
bucking bar to releive end for riveting most of the end rib edge rivets. Nice case of tendonitus doing
that flap riveting!. Filed edges on F786 A and B j stringers and did rear trims on A/B stingers, plans a
little murky on front end details so... Measured F786A j stringer length by clecoing on top skin to
bulkheads. The plans were a little vague and I did not want to get a nasty...gee we're a half inch short
later disaster. Figured out part of the clecoing problems with skins is the bulkheads need to be flutted
to straighten them out. Did top of bulkheads to fit the top skin. Double checked A stringer forward
end configuration and cut & fitted same.
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2004-05-11

Working out trim details on F786B l/r j channels, particularly the forward end. Started taking tail cone
assembly back apart to straighten fluting and fitting issues with bulkhead/skin parts.
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20040512 8
Reorganized room, Fluting work on bulkheads to fine toon straightening. Took F711 and F712
bulkhead sub assembly appart and worked on springback problem spotted in the heavy guage skin that
attaches to the bottom of these two bulkheads. Finally getting them to cleco together without a
wrestling match. There is quite a bit of springback in the assupplied F779 tail bottom skin. I want
the bulkheads/skins/stringers to fit tight for good rivet practice later as this is a critical high stress area
or the aircraft. I'm assuming poor fitting will also later show up as poor alignment and the problem
will only get worse as we move forward if we don't nip it in the bud at the tail.
Trimmed ends on F78cC L/R and checked fit on last three bulkheads.
F721BL/R: made tipup mods per print(dwg 18) and filed & chamfered all edges on same. Cleco'd
aft section back together. Plans call for F711712779 assembly to be cleco'd to aft fusalage AFTER j
stringers and side skins on aft fusalage is put on...NO WAY!... can't insert the assembly. Took it apart
and inserted the bulkheads F711/712. Figured out a way to do that. Then it was a insertion nightmare
to insert the 779 bottom skin. Then you get to add per the plans the F 710 bulkhead. Tried to find a
"trick" on assembly to get the j stringers into the F710 and found away for 3 out of four. The fourth
one was a nightmare and now have scratches to blend out of J string. Reevaluating the assembly
engineering of the aft fusalage: (1) use three saw hourses and put the 778 bottom skin on two, and the
779 on the third. When you cleco bulkheads to the 778 then cleco the bulkheads (including the 710) to
the 779!. THEN insert the j stringers. And finally add the side skins.
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2004-05-13

Obvious you cannot plumb bob the fusalage bulkheads with aft fusalage right side up. NO DATUM!.
So, I turned it over upside down and leveled for/aft and left/right on two saw horses. This uses the top
of the side skins as a datum plane. When all is said and done the F707 and F170 were plumbed look
square to datum plane. Course if they weren't after you've cleco'd everthing together I don't see how
you could change it. Carefully fluting the bulkheads some more yesterday really paid off on fitting the
bulkheads. The work on springback correction on the 779 bottom skin paid off with close fits on
skin/bulkhead/stringer mating.
Cut and drilled F707B, 729B, 729C, and F718B stiffeners per plans then matchdrilled bell crank parts
in detail A of dwg 26 as an assembly, (the 728 and 729C go into the rear fusalage later). Final check
of plumbness of bulkheads after 729 bellcrank rib and reinforcing plate were cleco'd to skin and F706.
Noted position of rudder stop bracket. Drilled bulkheads with exception of F706 per plans.
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2004-05-14

Drilled F786CL/R j stringers. Using a red line on the blue coating to keep track of what is and is not
drilled yet.
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2004-05-15

Drilled F786BL/R stringers. Dissassembly everything for deburing....
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2004-05-16

Fabricate F705B, F605C, F705H, Clamped them to the F705A lower section of the bulkhead for the
rear spar and drilled the holes, including the holes for the seat belt brackets.
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2004-05-17

Finished drilling F705B center section bar, Then seat belt mounts, including predrilling of left seat belt
bracket. Milled brackets on four locations to clear the floor ribs. Milled 705G brackets and cleco'd
front and rear spar bulkheads and floor ribs to preview assembly. Have 705J and K's cut to length but
not drilled or bent. Kind of a tecious day, the Drilling on the F705 bulkhead assembly is slow going to
check alignments on the seat brackets etc.
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2004-05-18

reverseengineered hole spacing on F705L, F705J and F705K. Bent the K's on my IBeam break.
Worked great. Set up programs on mill to do four holes at a time and drilled F705K, L, and J's.
Cleco'd parts to F705 and added baggage compartment ribs and F706 Bulkhead for perspective. Setup
th
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2004-05-19

Drilled F705J,K,L to F705F. Milled 3/32 radius I forget yesterday on F705GL/R. Drilled rest of
F705 holes including the holes for the flap bearing blocks. Disassembled parts. Boy do we have a lot
of deburing, dimpling, csking and priming to do!... Put tools away and cleaned up
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2004-05-20

Filing and deburing F705 bulkhead parts. Deburing other bulkheads and skins for aft fusalage
assembly.
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2004-05-23

Deburing, countersinking, and dimpling F705 and aft fusalage bulkheads, skins and stringers.
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2004-05-24

Dimpling bulkheads and skins and priming aft fusalage assembly parts.
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2004-05-25

Cleco aft assembly together and rivet tail cone skin (curved part) to F711 and F712 bulkheads. Very
slow work here, in retrospect would like to do the riveting of these two bulkheads to the skin alone and
then cleco together, but you cannot be so sure then the parts will line up properly. Anyhow I settled on
doing the riveting with the whole assembly cleco'd together to make sure I didn't rivet a hole too early.
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2004-05-26

Riveting the F705 Bulkhead, You have to do a slow pass through the drawing and mark up the
assemblied pieces to make sure you don't rivet a hole that is scheduled for riveting much later in the
assembly of the airframe. Worked up mods to alligator squezer so I could us it to set the 4 rivets as it
does a more consistent and higher quality shop head then muscling a hand squezzer and my put the
squeezer in a vise trick doesn't reallywork for an assembly this large. Riveting parts of aft fusalage
assembly starting at the bottom and working forward with the help of a visitor, Russell Lester, who I
quickly trained to run the rivet gun while I (Phil) handled the bucking bar. Russell Lester was a quick
learner on using the rivet gun.
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2004-05-27

Riveting on F705 bulkhead. Did rivets on top channel and started with two rivets on center section bar
which are covered by the F605C bar doubler.
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2004-05-28

modify tooling for pneumatic squezzer to squeze the AN4704[4, 6, and 8] rivets. Some still require
hand squezing and two hade to be bucked. Riveted the F728B and F729B angles. Located bellcrank
holes with mill and used mill to drill and ream the bellcrank holes through the F728B and F729B
angles. Riveting the F728B angle now makes it problematic to matchdrill the upper part of the
F728A to the upper part of the bulkhead. Solution: Measure pitch (23/32) and make up a plate
(matchplate) with 4 holes which match the F728A, cleco on then clamp it in place. Then line up the
match hole on the F728A/matchplate and cclamp the matchplate against the bulkhead. Then de
cleco the F728A and use the matchplate to drill the holes in the Bulkhead. Works like a charm.
Match drilled all the F730 reinforcing plate holes to size, am researching if I can rivet the plate now.
Also notched parts for the two bushing/wiring holes called out for the lower center section of the F706
when (as here) you are using the manual trim cable. After Cathy came home from work we did some
more tail section riveting finishing the 710/708 bay and the bottom two longerons on the f708/f707
bay.
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2004-05-29

Dimpling and fitting of ribs associated with F730 reinforcement plate. The plans and description are a
little vague here and the baggage compartment components are bolted onto rivnuts. Did the dimpling
on the bulkhead, reinforcing plate and (1) bellcrank rib and decided to cleco only the parts at this
junction and the bellcrank rib along the bottom of the fusalage as it sounds it looks suspicously like the
ol rivet yourself into a corner problem. Went to Home Depot and bought another saw horse, now I
have four as I expect to need two each to do the drilling and assembling of the center and aft sections.
With 706 and 710 leveled on saw horses checked 707, 708 plumbness. Riveted rest of aft fusalage.
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2004-05-30

Did mods to F716 seat ribs per plans including the two cutout ribs to allow the control column to be
installed. Also included was drilling holes for the clamps in the event the aft battary location is used.
Filed the main edges of the F706 ribs and chamfered them. Then some fun, cleco'd the F776 center
bottome skin to the F704 and F705 bulkheads. The clecoing started with the F704 on blocks and the
skin sitting vertically. Then I came up with some spacer blocks to allow setting the cleco'd assembly
on saw horse with spacers to clear the cleco's...then I did most of the cleco's inserted from the inside
anyway. In addition to seat ribs cleco'd on the baggage compartment ribs and just to get a perspective
on the overall assembly I cleco'd a few holes to pin a F770 forward side skin on. Looks like I should
be able to built to the firewall and still be able to walk around the front of the fusalage.
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2004-05-31

Organized rivets to get rid of extra bags of the same rivet....while I was at it sorted all the small parts as
keeping track of the bags and the usage of the contents in becoming an opportunity to put the wrong
bolt in a hole, etc. Have consolidated rivet and small part stocks accross empenage, wing and the
fusalage assemblies so now I can go looking directly for the container or sandwich bag holding the
rivet, nut, screw, bolt, washer etc. Set up to drill center section but decided not to until I get a question
regarding the F715/skin drill timing. Have fluted and fitted the F715 on the left side with a line down
the center of the flange and I believe it's now ready to be drilled to the skin. But Van's manual on the
order of doing things does not add up.
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2004-06-01

Final fitting of center section parts for drilling and drilling with the assembly cleco'd right side up.
Which means it's fun drilling overhead! I use a block of wood for a pillow to keep my neck muscles
from getting hammered.
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2004-06-02

Finish drilling F776 bottom skin including holes/countrsinking on F704 bulkhead and
fabricating/drilling F623A attachment strips. Managed to drill a hole under a fingernail! Ouch! Got
my drilling question on the F715 answered by Vans and drilled the F715 to the bottom skin.
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2004-06-03

Cleaned up the work bench, organized the prints, put the tools away, swept the floor...and took
everything back apart. Filed the edges on the baggage floor ribs. Removed the blue stuff from the
bottom of the the F776 skin and debured the holes on all the parts. Now there's another pass at
checking/filing edges and chamfering and scotchbriting, then dimple/primer....
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2004-06-04

Went to Sanel's in Concord to get another gallong (each) of base and activator epoxy primer. Finished
today deburing all the holes in the center section parts and jeweler filing the inner features of various
ribs....this always makes you feel like a dental hygienist with a file substituted for a dental pick and
floss!. Tedious but you get to think of issues and problems unrelated to the plane while you whittle
away at burrs.
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2004-06-05

Dimple parts for center section including cframe press dimpling of F776 center bottom skin.
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2004-06-06

Final scotchbrite work on center section parts and priming.
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2004-06-07

Rivet cabin floor ribs to F704. Cleco'd center bottom skin on and set up saw horses to support center
section and added F705 bulkhead and baggage ribs. Riveted the 4 rivets to the F705/baggage and
cabin floor rivets. tipped assembly nose straight down and reworked saw horses to tie assembly to rear
fusalage assembly. Needed a 4 foot+ long board to attach to the saw horses so they would be wide
enought to support the center section on the F704 angle uprights. Bit of a wretling match to cleco the
center section and rear fusalage together but we got it done. (Cathy and I after dinner). Just for the
heck of it tried to fit the main longerons on and they went in very easy. With the main longerons I
cleco'd on both F704 side skins.
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2004-06-08

Flute, cleco, and drill arm rests to F740 side skins and bulkheads. Drilled baggage and seat skins.
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2004-06-09

Checked longeron fit to side skin top edge as a predicate to taking the skins off and rolling/bending the
curve at the bottom rear of the skins. Fit side skins including using back rivet plate and a length of 3/4
angle to form the cone shaped radius surface at the bottom/rear of the side skins. The left side (first)
took two tries to get the fit right and the right side one pass with the skin clamped to the bench for
bending/rolling. Did get a hairline crack at the sharp end of the bend and stopdrilled these. One of the
failings of the plans and the descriptions is minumum radius requirements. The manual says to clamp
to end of work bench. In retrospect (and for the future) I may/should use a 2 or 3/22 edge rounding
mill to put a radius on the perimeter of the back rivet plate for use in such instances
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2004-06-10

Cleco scrounging and bought two extra cclamps at Sears and clamped the longeron on the right side
and drilled same from aft end to the front of the F704 bulkhead. Drilled left side longeron. Drilled
left side skin. Had a caniption over F721B's not drilled and cleco'd to main longeron. Then I
remembered deciding not to do it when I bent them as I didn't trust blindly using the 28 1/4 inch
reference dimension from the end of the longeron. Had I done it according to the book I probably
would have them in the right position but the cleco's would be in the way on setting up and the finish
would surely have gotten significantly marred with all the weight on them Will fit and drill them when
the canoe is right side up.
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2004-06-11

Drilled right side skin. Drilled intersection of F776 and F778 bottom skins. The manual doesn't seem
to cover when to do the actual riveting....sounds like we're back to doing some assembly engineering
work again. Looks like with the side skins cleco'd on....you can decleco the F776 and remove it to do
the final debur and dimpling of the aft two rows of holes. Likewise with the F777 skin off you get
access to the F706 bulkhead and F778 skin for dimpling. Drilled rest of main longerons after first
cutting a 1/4 inch off the ends and filing/dremeling the ends to get the >= 3/4 inch gap between the end
of the longeron and the edge of the side skins. Clamped the firewall in position to scope out the work
and cleco'd the forward bottom skin on.
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2004-06-12-rv-fly-in

Trip to Mass for New England RV Flyin at Lawrence. Great trip, studied examples of 6A details on
cowling pin retention, bottom/side skin riveting, etc. One example of a fancy paint job covering an
attrocious example of skin riveting on a RV4!
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2004-06-13

Machine gauge to check/set offset on firewall front face. Drilled s.s. firewall and fwd bottom skin.
Drilled the fwd bottom skin stiffeners.
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2004-06-14

Machined F713's details fit and drilled them. Sawed F796B reinforcing angles and sheared the two
pairs of spacers for attaching the front of the fual tank to the fusalage. Machined F717's
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2004-06-15

Machined F684 brackets (as a matched set) and bent the required angle on the brake. Discovered error
in blank for F685R and emailed Vans to get a replacement. Will machine those as well as a set.
Machined F719B attach angles for F719 stiffeners
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2004-06-18

Fit and drill the four F904L straps. Drilled the F704K cap strips. Layout and route, sand landing gear
holes in forward bottom skin. Drilled the F719B attach angles to the F719 stiffeners and the F719's
to the skin. Studied the rudder drawing details for fabrication issues.
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2004-06-19

Fitting of F717's to assembly.
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2004-06-21

Drill four holes per plans in F717's on Mill. Drilled F717 to Wd603 bracket using the four holes
drilled on the mill as a drill guide. Debur/file edges on F684 prepatory to fit/drill to firewall area.
Drill F684. Need one clamp below to hold upper edge in place and a C clamp on the top the bottom
edge. After drilling the bottom edge you have to decleco and peal back the skin to get in position to
drill the firewall side of the F684. The manual says to position the F902 auxiliary bulkheads then the
F7101 stiffener for the gear. Good luck!...what you really have to do is take the F902 out, cleco the
F7101 to the F704 and then cleco the F902 back on then you can do the drilling. I am drilling also
the bottom edge holes and will later slip the bottom skin inbetween the drilled aluminum sandwich to
ream those holes out later. Drilled the bottom stiffeners and clecod baggage side ribs on right side.
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2004-06-22

Clecod other set of baggage side ribs and added the inner F750 baggage sides. Drilled sides of
forward bottom skins and removed it. Reclecoed the center pair of bottom floor stiffeners and
discovered a 0.060 gap between the flange and the F601J's on the firewall...because you have to trip
some of flange off of the floor stiffener....so...added a 0.60 shim plate to both then drilled the assembly
to the F601J...checked impact on sheetmetal et al late in plans and parts fit fine...maybe an improved
way of doing it.Drilled the auxilor F902's to the side skin and drilled the holes on the ends through the
longerons. Scoped out rudder pedal machining requirements and worked out a drill pattern to make
them somewhat adjustable. (9/16" nominal spacing between holes). Scoped out attachment parts for
tying the F902's to the bracket on the fual tank. Debating when to pull the center bottom skin and
finish the last deburing and dimpling to rivet it and the baggage floor ribs to the F706. Thinking is to
rivet the bottom center skin on and take one main longeron out at a time to debur and countersink and
primer it then slip it back in...then take the side skins off for deburring et al.
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2004-06-23

Saw rudder pedal angle brackets and milled/drilled them Drilled rudder bearing blocks and sawed the
center one in half per plans. Machined F796B's and drilled the two pairs of spacers the go with them
for mounting the fual tank.
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2004-06-25

Drilled baggage area intermediate bulkhead and stiffener. Drilled F796B et all to assembly. Made a
mod to the zaxis drive on the mill so I can use the z axis for drilling (the worm drive on the knee
meant you could only move a 1/10th of an inch a minute in the z axis. Flimsy bracket assembly but it
works and can drill a 1/2 hole in mild steel with a little help on the manual arm of the quille). Checked
rudder pedal fitup with break cylinder clamped.
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2004-06-26

NC Programming and Drilled rudder pedal mount on mill after planning the holes for later
adjustability. Checked fit on assembly. Broke fwd fusalage et al dow for deburing and priming.
Debured holes in the tail assembly and dimpled them for final assembly with main longerons.
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2004-06-27

Debured and countersunk the main longerons. Removed protective coating on side skins for deburring.
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2004-06-28

Deburred holes and filed edges for side skins. Dimpled and primed parts for assembly. Replacement
for defective F695R blank came in from Van's in the mail.
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2004-06-29

Finished clecoing the center section and did some overlooked deburring on center section interior holes
as well as drill debur dimple and install platenuts on the outboard most seat ribs which also require
running a 832 tap through them per the plans. Deburred the firewall stainless steel (had to use a csk in
an drill) Installed platenuts on the F684's.
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2004-06-30

Rivet the baggage ribs to the rear tail cone assembly. Cleco'd center bottom skin in place (took two
tries...you have to start on the F705 bulkhead and diamond your way out after pinning the fore and aft
edges with cleco's. Deburred holes and dimpled the forward bottom skin. Primed more sheet metal for
final assembly.
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